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2Introducing: myself
 Studies: Mathematics and Computer Science
 PhD in CS, KU Leuven
 1998: lecturer teacher education secondary school, 
Leuven University College (“prof. bachelor” level)
 CS (programming, PCK/”didactics”, social & ethical issues, …)
 Team leader Science & Technology
 2009: lecturer teacher training (CS - Technology)
Leuven University (master level)
 2013: co-founder of i22n, Forum for Computer Science
 Also here: Annick Van Daele and Francis wyffels (Ugent) 
3Introducing: Belgium
CC Wikipedia
Flanders
pop: +/- 6,5 M
(Denmark: +/- 5,6 M)
5Overview
 Current (+/- official) situation
 (Primary and) secondary education
 Teacher education
 Roads towards the future (?)
 i22n
 Some other initiatives: Coderdojo, Dwengo, schools
 Educational policy improvement
 STEM
Currently in education …
6
DL: Digital literacy (how to use ICT)
CS: Computer Science (how to understand & make ICT)
Source: Martens & Hofkens, poster WIPSCE 2013 
7Currently in education: grades 5-8
Source: Flemish “Vakoverschrijdende ICT-eindterment 1ste graad Sec. Ond.”, 2007
8Currently in education: grades 9-10
Source: Leerplan informatica, VVKSO, 2011
9Currently in education: grades 11-12
 CS is officially non-existent in grades 11 and 12 of 
Flemish “general” education
 but some schools offer it in the non-official part of the 
programme
 Some CS is part of 2 IT/IS oriented study profiles in 
“application oriented” economics education
 Accountancy – IT: focus on data management and software 
development in a business setting
 IT Management: focus on system administration and network 
management
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Teacher education in “informatics”
at “professional bachelor” level
 Topic in (this kind of) teacher training since 1997
 Law stipulates “burotica of informatica” ???
 180 ECTS (3 years)
 Students choose 2 topics of 40 to 45 ECTS each
 + teaching practice
 Teaching “permit” in grades 7 to 10
(up to grade 13 in vocational education)
 (We officially teach teachers to teach a topic which 
officially does not exist… ☺)
 Recently: severe decline in student numbers 
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KHLeuven programme (in Dutch)
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Teacher training in CS
at the master level
 Teacher training for domain experts: 60 ECTS
 Masters can get a “teaching permit”
for grades 9 – 12(13) (and higher education)
 4 Flemish universities offer CS teacher training to 
masters in CS (and related fields) …
 … but jointly attract < 10 students annually
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i22n
• Jointly founded May 2013 by professors (CS and/or 
CS teacher training) from all 5 Flemish universities
• Main goals:
• make/help improve educational policy on CS
• support teachers and schools in teaching CS
• http://i22n.org
• http://2link2.org (organisation of/for CS teachers …)
=> Annick Van Daele
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Coderdojo
Source: htp://www.coderdojobelgium.be
17
Dwengo
Source: http://www.dwengo.org
Founded by people from
UGent: Francis wyffels …
Goal: support and promote CS
and/in STEM education
=> Francis wyffels
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Meanwhile “in the field”…
wyffels, Martens and Lemmens, Accepted for WiPSCE2014 
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Improving educational policy
 Ongoing work …
 working group KVAB
 report with recommendations by end of 2014?
 meetings with civil servants from Ministry of 
Education, (re)defining educational standards
 being here ☺
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STEM
 What is the proper place and role of CS in 
the ongoing renewal of STEM education?
 in primary school 
 in secondary school
 “programming and modelling” is one of the 3 core
threads currently proposed for an “abstract 
engineering” profile in math-science education
How to teach future teachers
“Problem solving in multi-disciplinary contexts” (and teach it) … ?
http://set.kuleuven.be/English/news/2014/stem-school
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